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Step 1 
Choose your shape and size...
Start creating your bespoke sofa by choosing the shape and size you want, whether you like 
sleek and modern or a timeless classic we have a style to suit you and your home.

Step 2 
Choose your fabric...
This collection has over 100 different fabrics to choose from. Why not come in store 
and one of our mysofa specialists will help you find your perfect combination.

Step 3 
Add the finishing touches...
It’s the small things that can make a big difference, so to add those all important 
final touches, select the feet finish you want and choose your scatter cushions 
to bring colour, texture and heaps of comfort to your room.

sofas as individual as you are...

Width 220 x Depth 92 x Height 92cm

4 seater sofa

Width 190 x Depth 92 x Height 92cm

3 seater sofa love seat

Width 130 x Depth 92 x Height 92cmWidth 160 x Depth 92 x Height 92cm

2 seater sofa

footstool

Width 75 x Depth 59 x Height 48cmWidth 90 x Depth 92 x Height 92cm

chair
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A modern twist on the sleek Scandinavian style, the Hector sofa collection 
features angled bolster cushions, beautiful stitching detail 

and sits elegantly on a plinth.

Choose from our range of stylish fabrics for a look that suits your living room.

the details....

We know everyone’s idea of comfort is different, 
which is why we invest massive amounts of expertise, 

passion and attention to detail into every design.

Add to this the luxurious materials we use and we believe 
our sofas to be amongst the most comfortable.

specialists in comfort...
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Specification

Frame: Seasonal Hardwood carefully selected from traceable & sustainable sourc-
es. All key joints are securely glued, screwed & stapled.

Seat Cushions: High quality Fibre as standard for superior comfort. Foam upgrade 
available at an additional cost.

Back Cushions: High quality Fibre.

Feet: Solid wooden plinth & feet in an American Walnut, Dark, Limed Oak, Natural 
or Weathered Oak coloured finish.




